NOTES: (UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED),
1. STANDARDS:
1.1. THIS DRAWING SHALL BE INTERPRETED IN ACCORDANCE WITH ASME Y14.100-2017.
1.2. INTERPRET DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES IN ACCORDANCE WITH ASME Y14.5-2018.
2. MATERIAL:
2.1. RUBBER PER ASTM D2000 BC, FDA COMPLIANT 21 CFR 177.2600 DUROMETER 55A

DETAIL VIEW B6
INTERNAL FILTER HOUSING GASKET
PN 8869765-P1

DETAIL VIEW B3
EXTERNAL FILTER HOUSING GASKET
PN 8869765-P2

FILTER HOUSING GASKETS,
FILTERING FACE MASK

BILL OF MATERIAL

PIECE NUMBER PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION
8869819 8869796 8869819 8869796

REV DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED
- INITIAL RELEASE PER ECP RPFTD/ECP-K/21004 2020-07-22 SEELEY, E.
-3 RELEASED PER ECP RPFTD/ECP-K/21005 SEELEY, E.

TOLERANCES

DETAIL VIEW B3
EXTERNAL FILTER HOUSING GASKET
PN: 8869765-P2

- .062 ±.016
- .820 +.030-.000
- 1.416 +.000-.030

DETAIL VIEW B6
INTERNAL FILTER HOUSING GASKET
PN: 8869765-P1

- .062 ±.016
- 2.583 +.030-.000
- 2.798 +.000-.030

DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE: DISTRIBUTION UNLIMITED

REV
DESCRIPTION
DATE
APPROVED
A
RELEASED PER ECP RPFTD/ECP-K/21005 7/22/2020 SEELEY, E.
3
A
REVISED BY
SCHUYLER N.
SCHUYLER N.
WALTHER C.
SEELEY E.
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